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Abstract—The proliferation of phasor measurement units
(PMUs) into electric power distribution grids presents new oppor-
tunities for utility operators to manage distribution systems more
effectively. One potential application of PMU measurements is to
facilitate distribution grid re-configuration. Given the increasing
amount of Distributed Energy Resource (DER) penetration into
distribution grids, in this work we formulate an Optimal Power
Flow (OPF) approach that manages DER power injections to
minimize the voltage phasor difference between two nodes on a
distribution network to enable efficient network reconfiguration.
In order to accomplish this, we develop a linear model that
relates voltage phase angles to real and reactive power flows
in unbalanced distribution systems. Used in conjunction with
existing linearizations relating voltage magnitude differences to
power flows, we formulate an OPF capable of minimizing voltage
phasor differences across different points in the network. In
simulations, we explore the use of the developed approach to
minimize the phasor difference across switches to be opened
or closed, thereby providing an opportunity to automate and
increase the speed of reconfigurations in unbalanced distribution
grids.
I. INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of new types of sensors into the electric
power distribution system is providing deeper insights into
grid operation and is driving innovation around new paradigms
for system management. Among the many new sensing de-
vices being deployed in the distribution grid, distribution
phasor measurement units (PMUs) provide a suite of new
functionality that could serve to better inform the process of
managing Distributed Energy Resources (DER). Distribution
PMUs provide access to the magnitude and angle of voltage
and current phasors. These devices are now becoming more
commonplace and are either manifesting as standalone units
[1] or are being incorporated into other system components
[2].
The expansion of PMU technology from transmission into
distribution systems indicates that sufficient infrastructure may
be in place in future grids to support control activities that
make decisions based on feeder voltage phasor measurements.
In fact, a small, but growing, number of control applications
that utilize phase angle measurements have started to appear
in literature. The work of [3] proposed the use of synchronized
voltage phase angle measurements to curtail over-generation of
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renewables. Additionally, the authors of [4] considered voltage
angle thresholds as criteria to connect renewable generation.
Both works refer to this control activity as “Angle Constrained
Active Management”, or ACAM.
One particular emerging application for which distribution
PMU data might be of use is to enable fast and safe switching
of circuit elements. The ability to island/reconnect microgrids
and reconfigure distribution feeders are seen as two important
applications of future grids [5], [6], [7]. In order to close a
switch, the voltage magnitude and voltage angle at both sides
should be sufficiently close in order to prevent arcing and tran-
sient currents. As such, to facilitate network reconfigurations,
distribution system operators (DSOs) typically employ backup
power injection at reconfiguration locations to minimize volt-
age phasor difference across switches. DSOs either schedule
such actions in advance, in the case where a reconfiguration
is planned, and send mobile generators with back up power to
the correct locations. In the event of an unplanned outage, it
may take considerable time to deploy engineering staff with
backup power to the necessary switching locations.
Distributed energy resources (DER) present an opportunity
to facilitate network reconfiguration at timescales much faster
than with current practices. With sufficient amount and proper
location of DERs it is possible to control the voltage phasor
at strategic points in the network, thereby alleviating the need
for ad-hoc deployment of generation assets for switching. The
ability to switch elements in and out of a given system with
the aid of controlled DERs could allow for faster restoration
of electrical services to critical loads following a disaster, or
allow for damaged components to be isolated for repair or
replacement.
In literature, there is no shortage of new strategies that
consider the use of DER to operate distribution feeders in a
more sophisticated manner. Many of the approaches formulate
the decision making process as an optimization program, often
referred to as an Optimal Power Flow (OPF) problem. An OPF
framework allows for proper modeling of the network topol-
ogy, impedances and control equipment, the incorporation of
safety constraints, and the formulation of various objective
functions that can reflect important operating objectives such
as loss minimization and cost of generation or control action.
However, there is sparse literature on strategies that aim to
directly control the voltage phasor in unbalanced systems in
OPF formulations. The work of [8] proposes a distributed
control framework to enable DER to track single-phase AC
optimal power flow solutions using the Alternating Direction
Method of Multipliers (ADMM). The authors of [9] consider a
multi-timescale stochastic volt/var control method capable of
controlling legacy voltage regulation systems as well as DER.
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2Some of the authors of the present work consider optimal
governance of DER in a model-free setting [10]. Additional
recent strategies for DER control are cataloged in [11].
Due to the nonlinear nature of power flow equations, many
OPFs are formulated as quadratically constrained quadratic
programs (QCQPs). A popular method for analyzing such
OPFs is relaxation via semidefinite programming (SDP) [12],
[13]. It is well documented that relaxation of OPF problems
via SDP often fails to achieve a rank-one solution [14], [15],
[16].
As an example, in the work of [15] too many binding
constraints will preclude convergence to a rank-one solution.
The authors of [16] explored the extension of SDP to weakly
meshed networks. Their technique was able to achieve a rank-
one solution only after incorporating significant penalties on
reactive power dispatch, effectively limiting the feasible region
of control. Finally, in [13], the authors faced difficulty in ob-
taining a rank-one solution for certain network configurations.
As the inability of relaxations via SDPs to achieve a rank
one solution limits the practicality of these approaches, it
is necessary to consider alternative approaches for solving
OPF problems. One such alternative is the creation of linear
approximations for power flow that are sufficiently accurate
for control purposes, and that can be incorporated into convex
OPF formulations.
Contributions
To enable a control strategy that can regulate voltage
phasors, in this work we extend a linearized model of three
phase power flow to include a mapping of voltage phase angle
differences into network real and reactive power flows. We do
this, as to our knowledge, OPF approaches controlling voltage
magnitude, and active and reactive power flows cannot always
minimize voltage phasor difference across an open switch.
Despite known difficulties associated with SDPs, we had first
attempted to formulate this activity as an semidefinite-relaxed
OPF, but were unsuccessful. This motivated the extension of
the linear mappings of [17], [18], [19], which relate voltage
magnitude to active and reactive power flows, to consider
the entire voltage phasor. Our contribution is an extension
of these results to include a linear relation between complex
line power flow and voltage angle difference, in Section
II-E. Additionally, we formulate an OPF capable of managing
voltage phasors, as opposed to only voltage magnitudes.
The specific activity studied herein is an OPF formulation
that minimizes the voltage phasor difference across an open
switch in a distribution system while simultaneously regulating
feeder voltage magnitudes to within acceptable limits. In the
event that one of the phasors is uncontrolled (i.e. a reference
signal), then this activity can be thought of as a voltage phasor
tracking problem. In driving the voltage phasor difference
across a circuit element to 0, we ensure that when the switch
is closed only small amounts of power will flow across this
element. In this manner, the switch can be closed with less
arcing and instantaneous power flow surges.
The analysis in this paper has two major elements. A
derivation of a linearized model of unbalanced power flow
NOMENCLATURE
Pn Set of phases that exist at node n
Pmn Set of phases that exist on line (m,n)
V φn Voltage phasor on phase φ at node n
Vn Vector of voltage phasors at node n
Eφn Squared magnitude of voltage on phase φ at node n
En Vector of squared magnitudes of voltage at node n
θφn Angle of voltage phasor on phase φ at node n
Θn Vector of voltage phasor angles at node n
Zφψmn Impedance of line (m,n) between phases (φ, ψ)
Zmn Impedance matrix of line (m,n)
Iφmn Current phasor on phase φ on line (m,n)
Imn Vector of current phasors on line (m,n)
iφn Node current on phase φ at node n
in Vector of node currents at node n
Sφmn Phasor of complex power entering node n on phase φ on
line (m,n)
Smn Vector of complex power phasors entering node n on line
(m,n)
sφn Complex nodal power phasor on phase φ at node n
sn Vector of complex nodal power phasors at node n
wφn Controllable complex power dispatch on phase φ at node n
(·)∗ Complex conjugate
that maps voltage phasor differences into active and reactive
power flows is presented in Section II. In Section III, a
numerical analysis is provided that outlines errors introduced
by the linearized model. Simulation results of an OPF that
incorporates the linearized power flow model to track a voltage
phasor reference at a specific point in the network and regulate
system voltage magnitudes are then presented in Section IV.
II. MODEL DERIVATION
In this section, we derive the linearized unbalance power
flow model. Please see the nomenclature table for variable
definitions used in subsequent analysis.
A. Preliminaries
Let T = (N , E) denote a graph representing an unbalanced
distribution feeder, where N is the set of nodes of the feeder
and E is the set of line segments. Nodes are indexed by m and
n, with m, n ∈ N . Let N , {∞, 0, 1, . . . |N |}, where node 0
denotes the substation (feeder head). Immediately upstream of
node 0 is an additional node used to represent the transmission
system, indexed by ∞. We treat node ∞ as an infinite
bus, decoupling interactions in the downstream distribution
system from the rest of the grid. While the substation voltage
may evolve over time, we assume this evolution takes place
independently of DER control actions in T .
Each node and line segment in T can have up to three
phases, labeled a, b, and c. Phases are referred to by φ ∈
{a, b, c} and ψ ∈ {a, b, c}. We define Pm and Pn as the set
of phases at nodes m and n, respectively, and Pmn as set of
phases of line segment (m,n). If phase φ is present at node
m, then at least one line connected to m must contain phase
φ. If line (m,n) exists, its phases are a subset of the phases
present at both node m and node n, such that (m,n) ∈ E ⇒
Pmn ⊆ Pm ∩ Pn.
3The current/voltage relationship for a three phase line
(m,n) between adjacent nodes m and n is captured by
Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law (KVL) in its full (1), and vector form
(2):V amV bm
V cm
 =
V anV bn
V cn
+
Zaamn Zabmn ZacmnZbamn Zbbmn Zbcmn
Zcamn Z
cb
mn Z
cc
mn

IamnIbmn
Icmn
 , (1)
Vm = Vn + ZmnImn . (2)
Here, Zφψmn = r
φψ
mn+ jx
φψ
mn denotes the complex impedance of
line (m,n) across phases φ and ψ. We have presented (1) and
(2) where Pmn = {a, b, c}. For lines with fewer than three
phases (|Pmn| ≤ 2) (2) becomes:
[Vm = Vn + ZmnImn]Pmn , (3)
by indexing by the set of line phases Pmn, where the rows
associated with phases ψ /∈ Pmn of (2) are removed, as are
the appropriate columns of Zmn. To give two examples, if
Pmn = {a}, then (3) is [Vm]{a} ≡ V am = V an +ZaamnIamn, and
if Pmn = {a, c} then (3) is:
[Vm]{a,c} ≡
[
V am
V cm
]
=
[
V an
V cn
]
+
[
Zaamn Z
ac
mn
Zcamn Z
cc
mn
][
Iamn
Icmn
]
.
Kirchoff’s Current law at node m is given in its full (4) and
vector (5) forms:
∑
l:(l,m)∈E
IalmIblm
Iclm
 =
iamibm
icm
+ ∑
n:(m,n)∈E
IamnIbmn
Icmn
 , (4)
∑
l:(l,m)∈E
Ilm = im +
∑
n:(m,n)∈E
Imn . (5)
We assume a complex load, sφn ∀φ ∈ Pn, ∀n ∈ N \ ∞,
is served on all existing phases at each node except the
transmission line, defined as:
sφn
(
V φn
)
=
(
βφS,n + β
φ
Z,n
∣∣V φn ∣∣2) dφn + wφn − jcφn , (6)
where dφn is the complex demand, with constant power and
impedance terms βφS,n + β
φ
Z,n = 1, w
φ
n = u
φ
n + jv
φ
n represents
complex power available for control (e.g. DER), and cφn
denotes capacitance, all for φ ∈ Pn. Note, if φ /∈ Pn (i.e.
phase φ does not exist at node n), we define V φn = i
φ
n = s
φ
n =
dφn = w
φ
n = c
φ
n = 0. If φ /∈ Pmn (i.e. phase φ does not exist
on line segment (m,n)), we define Iφmn = 0.
Throughout this work, we use the symbol ◦ to represent
the Hadamard Product (HP) of two matrices of the same
dimension, also known as the element-wise product, which
can be written as:
C = A ◦B = B ◦A⇒ Cij = AijBij = BijAij .
B. Power and Losses
We now derive complex power and loss terms at a node m ∈
N . This analysis, and the derivation of II-C, we do not claim
as novel contributions (see [17], [18]). Full derivation of these
results are necessary to support one of the main contributions
of this work, which is presented in II-E. To start, we take the
Hadamard Product of Vm and the complex conjugate (non-
transposed) of (5):∑
l:(l,m)∈E
Vm ◦ I∗lm = Vm ◦ i∗m +
∑
n:(m,n)∈E
Vm ◦ I∗mn . (7)
The Vm term inside the summation on the RHS is substituted
using (2):∑
l:(l,m)∈E
Vm ◦ I∗lm = Vm ◦ i∗m + . . .∑
n:(m,n)∈E
Vn ◦ I∗mn + (ZmnImn) ◦ I∗mn .
(8)
Here, we define the complex power phasor on phase φ entering
node n on line (m,n) as Sφmn = V
φ
n
(
Iφmn
)∗
, and the 3×1 vec-
tor of complex power phasors entering node n on line (m,n)
as Smn =
[
Samn, S
b
mn, S
c
mn
]T
= Vn ◦ I∗mn. The complex
load at node m on phase φ is defined as sφm = V
φ
m
(
iφm
)∗
,
and the 3 × 1 vector of complex load phasors at node m is
sm =
[
sam, s
b
m, s
c
m
]T
= Vm ◦ i∗m. We now rewrite (8):∑
l:(l,m)∈E
Slm = sm +
∑
n:(m,n)∈E
Smn + Lmn . (9)
The term Lmn ∈ C3×1 represents nonlinear losses on the
line. As in [17], [18], [20], we assume that losses are negligible
compared to line flows, so that
∣∣Lφmn∣∣ ∣∣Sφmn∣∣ ∀(m,n) ∈ E .
Thus, we neglect line losses, linearizing (9) into:∑
l:(l,m)∈E
Slm ≈ sm +
∑
n:(m,n)∈E
Smn . (10)
C. Voltage Magnitude Equations
In this section, we derive a relation between squared voltage
magnitudes and complex multiphase power for unbalanced
systems. The reader should note that here we present the
derivation for a line with three phases, where Pmn = {a, b, c}.
For lines with less than three phases (|Pmn| ≤ 2), (11) - (22)
should be indexed by Pmn, as in (3).
To start, we consider a line (m,n) ∈ E , and take the
Hadamard Product of (2) and its (non-transposed) complex
conjugate:
Vm ◦V∗m = (Vn + ZmnImn) ◦ (Vn + ZmnImn)∗ . (11)
This can be rewritten by distributing the terms on the RHS:
Vm ◦V∗m = Vn ◦V∗n +Vn ◦ (ZmnImn)∗ + . . .
(ZmnImn) ◦V∗n + (ZmnImn) ◦ (ZmnImn)∗ .
(12)
Here we define the real scalar Eφn =
∣∣V φn ∣∣2 = V φn (V φn )∗, the
3 × 1 real vector En =
[
Ean, E
b
n, E
c
n
]T
= Vn ◦ V∗n, and
the 3 × 1 real vector Hmn = (ZmnImn) ◦ (ZmnImn)∗ =
(Vm −Vn) ◦ (Vm −Vn)∗. With these definitions, we also
take advantage of the commutative property of the HP and
group the second and third terms of the RHS of (12) inside
the real operator:
Em = En + 2 Re
{
(ZmnImn)
∗ ◦Vn
}
+Hmn . (13)
4At this point, we focus on the terms inside the real operator
for clarity of presentation, and rewrite them as:
(ZmnImn)
∗ ◦Vn = . . .V an
(
ZaamnI
a
mn + Z
ab
mnI
b
mn + Z
ac
mnI
c
mn
)∗
V bn
(
ZbamnI
a
mn + Z
bb
mnI
b
mn + Z
bc
mnI
c
mn
)∗
V cn
(
ZcamnI
a
mn + Z
cb
mnI
b
mn + Z
cc
mnI
c
mn
)∗
 . (14)
With the definition of complex current on a line, Iφmn =(
Sφmn/V
φ
n
)∗
, and defining the term γφψn = V
φ
n /V
ψ
n , we rewrite
(14) as:
(ZmnImn)
∗ ◦Vn = . . .(Zaamn)∗Samn + γabn (Zabmn)∗Sbmn + γacn (Zacmn)∗Scmnγban (Zbamn)∗Samn + (Zbbmn)∗Sbmn + γbcn (Zbcmn)∗Scmn
γcan (Z
ca
mn)
∗Samn + γ
cb
n (Z
cb
mn)
∗Sbmn + (Z
cc
mn)
∗Scmn
 .
(15)
The 3× 1 vector on the RHS of (15) can be separated into a
3× 3 matrix multiplying the 3× 1 vector Smn:
(ZmnImn)
∗ ◦Vn = . . . (Zaamn)∗ γabn (Zabmn)∗ γacn (Zacmn)∗γban (Zbamn)∗ (Zbbmn)∗ γbcn (Zbcmn)∗
γcan (Z
ca
mn)
∗ γcbn (Z
cb
mn)
∗ (Zccmn)
∗

SamnSbmn
Scmn
 . (16)
We use the definition of the HP to factor the 3× 3 matrix
into two 3 × 3 matrices as in (17), where Γn is the 3 × 3
matrix to the left of the Hadamard Product symbol (◦) within
the parentheses on the RHS:
(ZmnImn)
∗ ◦Vn = (Γn ◦ Z∗mn)Smn = . . .
 1 γabn γacnγban 1 γbcn
γcan γ
cb
n 1
 ◦
Zaamn Zabmn ZacmnZbamn Zbbmn Zbcmn
Zcamn Z
cb
mn Z
cc
mn

∗
SamnSbmn
Scmn
 .
(17)
Placing (17) back into (13) gives:
Em = En + 2 Re {(Γn ◦ Z∗mn)Smn}+Hmn . (18)
Finally, we separate the complex power vector into its active
and reactive components, Smn = Pmn + jQmn, and apply
the real operator on the RHS to obtain
Em = En + 2MmnPmn − 2NmnQmn +Hmn
Mmn = Re {Γn ◦ Z∗mn} , Nmn = Im {Γn ◦ Z∗mn} .
(19)
We have derived equations that govern the relationship
between squared voltage magnitudes and complex power flow
across line (m,n). This nonlinear and nonconvex system
is difficult to directly incorporate into an OPF formulation
without the use of convex relaxations. Following the analy-
sis in [17], we apply two approximations. The first is that
the higher order term Hmn, which is the change in volt-
age associated with losses, is negligible, implying Hmn ≈
[0, 0, 0]
T ∀(m,n) ∈ E [17]. The second fixes the ratio of
voltages phasors in different network phases as constants. The
impact of this assumption was investigated in [17] where
it was shown to result in relatively small errors. Effective
choices for the values of the voltage ratios are 1 ± ∠120◦
which accurately approximate typical operating conditions in
distribution systems. With these assumptions, Γn becomes:
Γn ≈ A =
 1 α α2α2 1 α
α α2 1
 ∀n ∈ N , (20)
where α = 1∠120◦ = 12 (−1 + j
√
3) and α2 = α−1 = α∗ =
1∠240◦ = 12 (−1 − j
√
3). We note that by approximating
the nonlinear terms in (18) and (19), we in no way imply
that the ratio of voltages between different phases in the
resulting linearized model are constant (i.e. the linearized
model captures unbalanced voltages).
Applying these approximations for Hmn and Γn to (19),
we arrive at a linear system of equations:
Em ≈ En + 2MmnPmn − 2NmnQmn , (21)
Mmn = Re {A ◦ Z∗mn} , Nmn = Im {A ◦ Z∗mn} . (22)
The matrices Mmn and Nmn are modified impedance
matrices, where the off-diagonal elements are rotated by
±120◦ (see (20)). The diagonal entries of Mmn are rφφmn.
Off-diagonal entries of Mmn are 12
(−rφψmn +√3xφψmn) for
(φ, ψ) ∈ {ab, bc, ca}, and 12
(−rφψmn −√3xφψmn) for (φ, ψ) ∈
{ac, ba, cb}. Diagonal entries of Nmn are −xφφmn. Off-
diagonal entries of Nmn are 12
(
xφψmn +
√
3rφψmn
)
for (φ, ψ) ∈
{ab, bc, ca}, and 12
(
xφψmn −
√
3rφψmn
)
for (φ, ψ) ∈ {ac, ba, cb}.
D. Motivating Intermezzo
Now that we have set up the necessary equations, it is possi-
ble to further demonstrate the need of controlling phase angle
for switching operations. Consider the following illustrative
example, where we assume a single phase line and therefore
omit superscripts denoting phase. For two nodes m and n
that are not connected by a line, no current flows between the
nodes. However should a switch between the two nodes be
closed, the power at node n is Smn = Vn (Vm − Vn)∗ Y ∗mn,
where Ymn = gmn + jbmn is the admittance of the line.
Assuming the voltage magnitudes at nodes m and n are equal,
the line power at node n can be written as:
Smn = |Vn|2 (gmn(cos(θmn)− 1)− bmn sin(θmn)) . . .
+ j |Vn|2 (bmn(1− cos(θmn))− gmn sin(θmn)) ,
where θmn = θm − θn. It is clear that even with equal
voltage magnitudes at nodes m and n, larger voltage angle
differences will cause increased real and reactive power flows.
This highlights the importance of the ability to control voltage
angle, which present OPF formulations lack.
E. Voltage Phase Angle Equations
We now derive an extension of the power and voltage
magnitude system that relates differences in voltage angles be-
tween adjacent nodes to complex power flows. This derivation
builds heavily upon the analysis of Section II-C.
The derivation presented here represents a three phase
line, Pmn = {a, b, c}. For lines with less than three phases
5(|Pmn| ≤ 2), all equations should be indexed by Pmn as (3)
is.
We begin with the Hadamard Product of Vn and the
complex conjugate of (2):
V∗m ◦Vn = V∗n ◦Vn + (ZmnImn)∗ ◦Vn . (23)
From the analysis in Section II-C, we substitute both terms on
the RHS, and expand the LHS with the polar representations
of voltage phasors:
 |V am| |V an |∠ (−θam + θan)∣∣V bm∣∣ ∣∣V bn ∣∣∠ (−θbm + θbn)
|V cm| |V cn |∠ (−θcm + θcn)
 = En+(Γn ◦ Z∗mn)Smn . (24)
We negate (24) and take the imaginary component of both
sides: |V am| |V an | sin (θam − θan)∣∣V bm∣∣ ∣∣V bn ∣∣ sin (θbm − θbn)
|V cm| |V cn | sin (θcm − θcn)
 = − Im {(Γn ◦ Z∗mn)Smn}
. . . = −NmnPmn −MmnQmn .
(25)
where Mmn and Nmn are defined as in (19).
Inspection of the voltage angle equation reveals some
interesting similarities compared to the voltage magnitude
equations (19). The RHS of (19) and (25) are the real and
imaginary parts of the same argument (except for a scaling
factor of one-half).
To simplify (25), we apply the same assumptions of [17] to
the RHS of (25). Second we assume that θφm−θφn is sufficiently
small such that the small angle approximation holds, so that
sin
(
θφm − θφn
) ≈ θφm − θφn ∀φ ∈ Pmn, ∀(m,n) ∈ E . Lastly,
we approximate the product of voltage magnitudes on the
LHS of (25) as a constant (more specifically, unity), so that∣∣V φm∣∣ = ∣∣V φn ∣∣ = 1 ∀φ ∈ Pmn, ∀(m,n) ∈ E . With these three
assumptions applied to (25), we arrive at:
Θm ≈ Θn −NmnPmn −MmnQmn , (26)
with Θm =
[
θam, θ
b
m, θ
c
m
]T
, and Mmn and Nmn defined by
(22).
The accuracy of these approximations in modeling system
power flows and voltages will be explored in Section III.
F. Linearized Unbalanced Power Flow Model
We now present the full set of equations that comprise a
linearized model for unbalanced power flow. Equations for
lines (m,n) ∈ E , (29) - (31), should be indexed by line phases
Pmn as in (3).
∞
650
abc
632
abc
633abc 634abc645 bc646 bc
671
abc
692abc 675abc
680
abc
684 ac
652
c
611 a
Fig. 1: Network topology of IEEE 13 node feeder with line phases
shown.
Per phase node complex load
∀φ ∈ Pm, ∀m ∈ N
sφm
(
V φm
)
=
(
βφS,m + β
φ
Z,mE
φ
m
)
dφm + w
φ
m − jcφm (27)
Node power flow
∀m ∈ N∑
l:(l,m)∈E
Slm ≈ sm +
∑
n:(m,n)∈E
Smn (28)
Magnitude and angle equations for lines
∀(m,n) ∈ E
[Em ≈ En + 2MmnPmn − 2NmnQmn]Pmn (29)
[Θm ≈ Θn −NmnPmn −MmnQmn]Pmn (30)
Mmn = Re {A ◦ Z∗mn} , Nmn = Im {A ◦ Z∗mn} (31)
The accuracy of the approximations in the power and
voltage magnitude equations has been investigated in [17] and
[18]. In the next section, we perform a Monte Carlo analysis
to explore the level of error introduced by the voltage angle
equation assumptions.
Both the magnitude equation and angle equation can be
extended to lines or switches with transformers. Transformer
models are often linear voltage and current, often taking the
form VH = AVL+BIL where the subscripts H and L refer to
either side of the transformer, and A, B are constant matrices
[21]. Modified versions of (29), (30), and (31) can be derived,
which will be explored in subsequent works.
III. MODEL ACCURACY ANALYSIS
To investigate the accuracy of the approximations derived
in the previous section, we perform a Monte Carlo simulation.
We compare the solutions between the non-approximated
power flow model, of (3), (5), and (6), with the linearized
power flow model, of (27) - (31), to analyze and quantify error
introduced by the linearizing assumptions on an unbalanced
network. The Monte Carlo simulation was performed on a
modified version of the IEEE 13 node test feeder [22], as seen
in Fig. 1. The voltage regulator between nodes 650 and 632
was omitted, the transformer between nodes 633 and 634 was
replaced by a line of configuration 601 (according to [22], page
5) and length of 50 feet, and the switch between node 671 and
6692 was replaced by a line with configuration 601 and length
of 50 feet. The transmission line, denoted in Fig. 1 as∞ had a
fixed voltage reference of V∞ = [1, 1∠240◦, 1∠120◦]T p.u.
To ensure heterogeneity between loads at different nodes
in the network, we vary loading conditions through the fol-
lowing method. We define dr = {0, 0.01, 0.02, . . . , 0.15} as
the vector of maximum real component of node load, and
di = {0, 0.01, 0.02, . . . , 0.15} as the vector of maximum
reactive component of node load. We consider the
∣∣dr∣∣× ∣∣di∣∣
possible combinations of maximum nodal loading, and at each
combination solve power flow for 100 separate scenarios. For
each scenario, real and reactive components of loads were
drawn from two separate uniform distributions parametrized
by the elements of dr and di, where dφn = U(0, dr)+jU(0, di).
Loads were then assigned to network locations with spot loads
in the original IEEE 13 node feeder documentation (including
all single and double phase loads). All node power demands
were assumed to have constant power and constant impedance
load parameters of βφS,n = 0.85 and β
φ
Z,n = 0.15. Power
injections from controllable DER were not considered in this
experiment, and were therefore set to zero, (i.e. wφn = 0).
For each scenario (of which there are 15 × 15 × 100), we
considered two cases of solving power flow. The first is non-
approximated power flow, henceforth referred to as “base”,
composed of Eqs (3), (5), and (6). The second is approxi-
mated power flow, referred to as “approximate”, comprised
of the linearized model (27) - (31). Power flow for both the
“base” and “approximate” cases were solved with a Newton-
Raphson method adapted from [23]. The error between base
and approximate power flow results are given by (32) - (34),
where the ·˜ notation indicates the approximate power flow
solution. We define the error in voltage magnitude by (32),
the error in voltage angle by (33), and the error in complex
power by (34). These equations capture the maximum absolute
(i.e. worst case) error between the base and approximate power
flow value across the entire network for a single scenario.
εmag = max
φ∈Pn, n∈N
∣∣∣∣∣V φn ∣∣− ∣∣∣V˜ φn ∣∣∣∣∣∣ (32)
εangle = max
φ∈Pn, n∈N
∣∣∣∠V φn − ∠V˜ φn ∣∣∣ (33)
εpower = max
φ∈Pmn, (m,n)∈E
∣∣∣Sφmn − S˜φmn∣∣∣ (34)
In this experiment, substation power, Ssub, is defined as
the sum of the apparent power magnitude delivered by the
transmission system in each phase, as in:
Ssub =
∑
φ∈{a,b,c}
∣∣∣Sφ∞,650∣∣∣ . (35)
Fig. 2 shows voltage magnitude error (32) for increasing
total substation power. It can clearly be seen that under normal
operating conditions (≤ 1 p.u. substation rated power) the
voltage magnitude error is less than 0.5%. For substation
loading 1.5 times the rated power, the error remains under
1%. Fig. 3 gives the voltage angle error (33) for increasing
total substation power. At substation rated power, the error
typically remains under 0.25◦, much less than the 1◦ resolution
of a typical synchro-check relay [24]. Fig. 4 shows the line
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Fig. 2: Maximum network voltage magnitude error from Monte Carlo
simulation, as defined by (32)
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Fig. 3: Maximum network voltage angle error from Monte Carlo
simulation, as defined by (33). The dashed line represents the
resolution of a typical synchro-check relay [24].
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Fig. 4: Maximum network apparent power error from Monte Carlo
simulation, as defined by (34).
apparent power error (34) as a function of substation power.
At substation rated power, we see an error of 2%. Although
it is observed the error in voltage magnitude, voltage angle,
and substation power monotonically increase with substation
power, we note that the maximum errors are relatively small
under normal operating conditions (∼1 p.u. substation rated
power).
The results of the preceding analysis reveal that the lin-
earized model becomes increasingly inaccurate has system
loading is increased. However, we note that even under these
unlikely conditions, these errors are relatively small and reflect
”worst case” conditions.
IV. PHASOR TRACKING FOR SWITCHING OPERATIONS
We now present results of two experiments in which the
linearized unbalanced power flow model, (27) - (31), is in-
corporated into OPFs with the objective of minimizing the
phasor difference between nodes at either end of one or more
open switches (we will refer to this as phasor tracking), while
regulating system voltage magnitudes to within acceptable
limits. The OPF decision variables were DER real and re-
active power injections at select nodes, which were capacity
constrained. This four-quadrant model of DER was chosen for
this experiment in order to analyze the effect of devices that
can both source and sink both real and reactive power.
The scenario we discuss is the reconfiguration of distribu-
tion networks through switching actions. We do not consider
economic activity or optimization in these experiments, rather
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Fig. 5: Networks T1 and T2 connected to the same transmission line,
with open switch. Nodes with DER resources are highlighted in red
for T1 or blue for T2.
we assume that DER dispatch for economic purposes is
suspended in order to devote said resources to reconfiguration
efforts. In the future, it is feasible to consider re-purposing
privately owned or operated assets to protect critical infrastruc-
ture in an extreme weather event, cyber attack, or component
failure.
A. Previous work on SDP OPFs
Prior to discussing the OPF, we first wish to include a note
regarding the formulation of the phasor tracking problem as
an SDP. In an effort to compare the result of our approach
with an optimal effort (i.e. solving an OPF that uses the exact
power flow equations), we investigated extending the work of
[13] to optimize voltage phasor differences.
Initial simulations were conducted on simple balanced radial
networks with 6 nodes. We found that some of our simulations
successfully returned a rank-one solution. However, this suc-
cess was not repeatable under small changes of simulation
parameters, on larger balanced, or any size unbalanced net-
works.
Our exploration does not conclude that a rank-one SDP
(SDR) solution cannot be obtained when voltage phasor differ-
ences in unbalanced networks. However, we wished to provide
a short note on our preliminary efforts to incorporate (25) into
an OPF, which motivated the development of the linearized
unbalanced power flow model in this work.
B. IEEE 13 Node Feeder Test Case
To illustrate the general objective of our phasor tracking
strategy, we study an example case of a tie switch connecting
two distinct distribution circuits, networks T1 = (N1, E1) and
T2 = (N2, E2), as shown in Fig. 5. The overall network is
represented by T = (N , E) with N = N1 ∪ N2 ∪ ∞ and
E = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ (∞, 1650) ∪ (∞, 2650).
Both T1 and T2 were modified versions of the IEEE 13
node test feeder model. Feeder topology, line configuration,
line impedance, line length, and spot loads are specified in
[22]. To differentiate the elements of the networks between
T1 and T2, we prepend the number 1 to the front of nodes
within T1 and the number 2 for nodes within T2 (e.g. node
671 of T1 is now 1671 and node 634 of T2 is now 2634). The
transmission line was treated as an infinite bus, with a fixed
voltage reference of V∞ = [1, 1∠240◦, 1∠120◦]T p.u.
The voltage regulators between nodes 1650 and 1632,
and between nodes 2650 and 2632, were both omitted. The
transformers between nodes 1633 and 1634, and between 2633
and 2634, were both replaced by a line of configuration 601
(according to [22], page 5) and length of 50 feet. The switches
between node 1671 and 1692, and between 2671 and 2692,
were both replaced by a line with configuration 601 and length
of 50 feet. We placed Wye connected 0.01+j0.004 p.u. loads
on all phases at node 1680 and 2680.
For both networks, the voltage dependent load model of (6)
had parameters βφS,n = 0.85 and β
φ
Z,n = 0.15 ∀φ ∈ Pn, ∀n ∈
N1∪N2. To create a load imbalance between the two networks,
we multiplied all loads in T1 by a factor of 0.75, and all
loads in T2 by a factor of 1.5. An open switch was placed
between node 1680 of N1 and node 2680 of N2, on a line
with configuration 601 and length of 500 feet.
Four quadrant capable DER were placed at on all existing
phases at nodes G = G1 ∪ G2 with G1 = {1632, 1675, 1684}
and G2 = {2632, 2671}. We assumed each DER can inject
or sink both real and reactive power separately on each phase
of the feeder and are only constrained by an apparent power
capacity limit on each phase of 0.05 p.u, such that wφn =
0.05, ∀φ ∈ Pn,∀n ∈ G and wφn = wφn = 0 ∀φ ∈ Pn,∀nN\G.
We consider 4 quadrant DER operation to generalize the OPF,
such that DER can represent any actionable DER with action-
able real power such as PV or wind generation or load vehicle-
to-grid operations, load-shedding, or charging/discharging of
distributed battery storage.
To capture the effect of the proposed OPF interacting with
other devices performing voltage regulation, the following
experiment includes other DER performing Volt-VAr control
(VVC) that is not controlled by the proposed OPF. VVC
enabled DER was added on all existing phases at the following
nodes: 1632, 1680, 2632, 2680. VVC were assumed to have
a piecewise linear mapping between node voltage and VAr
output (see [25] for further details on Volt-VAr control):
qφn(V
φ
n ) = . . .
q,
∣∣V φn ∣∣ ≤ V
q−q
V−V
(∣∣V φn ∣∣− V )+ q, V ≤ ∣∣V φn ∣∣ ≤ V
q,
∣∣V φn ∣∣ ≥ V .
(36)
All VVC had the following parameters: q = 0.05 p.u., q =
−0.05 p.u., V = 1.05 p.u., V = 0.95 p.u. The VVC model can
be seen in Fig. 6. As the linearization used in this work models
the square of the voltage magnitude, a Taylor expansion of the
form, |V φn | =
√
Eφn ≈ 12 (1 + Eφn), was used to incorporate
the piecewise linear VVc model into the OPF as an equality
constraint.
In this experiment, our objective was to close an open switch
between T1 and T2 thereby connecting the two networks over
line (1680, 2680). To minimize large power transfers across
the switch upon closing, we desired to match the voltage
phasors at the ends of the open switch. To this end, we
proposed the following OPF to minimize the voltage phasor
difference between one or more nodes and the respective
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Fig. 6: Volt-VAr Control.
reference at each node, while providing feeder voltage support:
minimize
uφn,v
φ
n,E
φ
n
θφn,P
φ
n ,Q
φ
n
ρECE + ρθCθ + ρwCw
subject to (27), (28), (29), (30), (31)
E ≤ Eφn ≤ E ∀φ ∈ Pn, ∀n ∈ N
E∞ = [1, 1, 1]
T
Θ∞ = [0, −2pi/3, 2pi/3]T∣∣wφn∣∣ ≤ wφn ∀φ ∈ Pn, ∀n ∈ G
qφn(E
φ
n) =
q − q
V − V
((
1 + Eφn
)
2
− V
)
+ q ,
(37)
where
CE =
∑
φ∈Pk1,k2
(
Eφk1 − E
φ
k2
)2
, (38)
Cθ =
∑
φ∈Pk1,k2
(
θφk1 − θ
φ
k2
)2
, (39)
Cw =
∑
n∈G
∑
φ∈Pn
∣∣wφn∣∣2 . (40)
The OPF objective function is a weighted sum of three
terms, where k1 = 1680 and k2 = 2680: CE is the sum
of squared voltage magnitude differences squared, Cθ is the
sum of voltage angle differences squared, and Cw is the
sum of the squared magnitudes of all DER dispatch, to
avoid applying excessive amounts of control. Constraints of
lower and upper voltage magnitude bounds were imposed as
0.95 ≤ ∣∣V φn ∣∣ ≤ 1.05 ∀φ ∈ Pn,∀n ∈ N such that E = 0.9025
and E = 1.1025. Additionally, DER dispatch is constrained
by its apparent power capacity, wφn.
Results from this experiment can be seen in Table I. We
consider three cases: In the “No Control” (NC) case, all DER
dispatch is 0. In the “Magnitude Control” (MC), the optimal
DER dispatch is obtained solving (37) with ρE = 1000,
ρθ = 0, and ρw = 1. In the “Phasor Control” (PC) case,
the optimal DER dispatch is obtained solving (37) with ρE =
1000, ρθ = 1000, and ρw = 1. We simulate the “MC” case
to illustrate that controlling variables DER real power, DER
reactive power, and node voltage magnitude cannot always
minimize voltage phasor potential. The objective function
weightings ρE , ρθ, and ρw were chosen due to normalize effect
of system impedances on the voltage magnitude and phase
angle components of the objective. Many impedance terms are
on the order of 0.001 p.u. and, in the linearized model, squared
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Fig. 7: Networks T1 and T2 connected to the same transmission line,
with two open switches between them. Nodes with DER resources
are highlighted in red for T1 or blue for T2.
voltage magnitudes and phase angles are essentially linear
combinations of power injections scaled by these impedances.
The results of this experiment are given in Table I that shows
the voltage phasor values on either side of the switch, the
voltage magnitude and phase angle differences as well as the
resulting steady state power flowing in the line after the switch
is closed. Results are shown for all three cases of control (“No
Control”, “Magnitude Control”, and “Phasor Control”).
It can clearly be seen that with MC, the difference in per
phase voltage magnitudes of 1680 and 2680 were minimized,
however the voltage angle difference still remained large and
on the order of the NC case. Thus the steady state power
across the closed switch, while generally less than the NC
case, were still large and on the same order as the NC case.
With PC, both the voltage magnitude differences and voltage
angle differences were minimized, and the real and reactive
components of the steady state power across the switch was
several orders of magnitude smaller than the NC or MC case.
Table II shows the optimal active and reactive power dis-
patched from controllable DER for the “Phasor Control” case
of Table I. Note that these DER dispatch values imply a
sub-optimal cost-minimizing configuration. However, phasors
at node pairs across a closed switch need not be tracked
indefinitely. Rather, phasor matching during a brief interval
would suffice to safely perform a switching operation, after
which time the dispatch can be changed arbitrarily fast (within
the constraints of the new topology). The additional energy
cost would then be negligible.
C. Network Simulation with Multiple Switching Actions
The second experiment considered multiple switching ac-
tions on a pair of networks, shown in 7. Networks T1 and T2,
are connected to the same transmission line as shown in Fig.
7. The overall network is T = (N , E) with N = N1∪N2∪∞
9TABLE I: SIMULATION RESULTS FOR THREE CONTROL CASES.
Phase φ No Control Magnitude Control Phasor Control
Node 1680 Voltage Phasor [p.u.]
V φ1680
a 0.9890∠−1.5997◦ 0.9789∠−1.8451◦ 0.9793∠−2.6921◦
b 0.9965∠−120.7789◦ 0.9938∠−120.8093◦ 0.9943∠−121.0344◦
c 0.9825∠118.4644◦ 0.9656∠118.5646◦ 0.9649∠117.5846◦
Node 2680 Voltage Phasor [p.u.]
V φ2680
a 0.9727∠−3.2141◦ 0.9780∠−3.1611◦ 0.9791∠−2.7066◦
b 0.9888∠−121.4874◦ 0.9942∠−121.4237◦ 0.9944∠−121.0353◦
c 0.9552∠117.0104◦ 0.9642∠117.0255◦ 0.9642∠117.5883◦
Voltage Magnitude Difference [p.u.]∣∣∣V φ1680∣∣∣− ∣∣∣V φ2680∣∣∣
a 0.0163 0.0009 0.0002
b 0.0077 -0.0004 -0.0001
c 0.0273 0.0014 0.0007
Voltage Angle Difference [◦]
θφ1680 − θφ2680
a 1.6144 1.3160 0.0144
b 0.7085 0.6144 0.0010
c 1.4540 1.5391 -0.0038
Steady State Line Power [p.u.]
Sφ1680,2680
a 1.6476 + j0.6027 1.2697 - j0.2390 0.0051 + j0.0108
b 1.1643 + j0.5862 0.8582 - j0.1165 0.0055 + j0.0021
c 1.6205 + j0.6595 1.1944 - j0.4384 0.0100 + j0.0242
TABLE II: OPTIMAL PER UNIT DER DISPATCH FROM (37).
Node Phase a, wan [p.u.] Phase b, w
b
n [p.u.] Phase c, w
c
n [p.u.]
1632 0.0324 + j0.0171 0.0302 + j0.0195 0.0385 + j0.0258
1675 0.0448 + j0.0222 0.0428 + j0.0259 0.0418 + j0.0274
1684 0.0448 + j0.0222 0 0.0418 + j0.0274
2632 -0.0323 - j0.0169 -0.0302 - j0.0193 -0.0384 - j0.0252
2671 -0.0449 - j0.0220 -0.0428 - j0.0258 -0.0422 - j0.0269
and E = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ (∞, 1799) ∪ (∞, 2799). Both T1 and
T2 were modified versions of the IEEE 37 node test feeder
model. Feeder topology, line configuration, line impedance,
line length, and spot loads are specified in [22]. For clarity,
we add the number 1 to the front of nodes within N1 and the
number 2 for nodes within N2 (e.g. node 799 of N1 is now
1799 and node 775 of N2 is now 2775). The transmission line
was treated as an infinite bus, with a fixed voltage reference
of V∞ = [1, 1∠240◦, 1∠120◦]T p.u. The transmission line
is connected to node 1799 of N1 (node 799 in [22]) and 2799
of N2 (node 799 in [22]).
The voltage regulators between nodes 1799 and 1701,
and between nodes 2799 and 2701, were both omitted. The
transformers between nodes 1709 and 1775, and between 1709
and 1775, were both replaced by a line of configuration 724
(according to [22], page 5) and length of 50 feet. All loads
were assumed to be Wye connected on the phase specified
in [22]. For both networks, the voltage dependent load model
of (6) had parameters βφS,n = 0.85 and β
φ
Z,n = 0.15 ∀φ ∈
Pn, ∀n ∈ N1 ∪ T2. To create a load imbalance between the
two networks, we multiplied all loads in N1 by a factor of
1.5, and all loads in T2 by a factor of 1.75.
An open switch was placed between node 1731 of N1 and
node 2731 of N2, on a line with configuration 722 and length
of 3840 feet. An second open switch was placed between node
1725 of N1 and node 2725 of N2, on a line with configuration
722 and length of 3840 feet.
Four quadrant capable DER were placed
at on all existing phases at nodes G1 =
{1702, 1704, 1724, 1729, 1732, 1735, 1737, 1711} and
G2 = {2702, 2704, 2724, 2729, 2735, 2737, 2711}. As in
the previous experiment, we assumed each DER can
inject or sink both real and reactive power separately
on each phase of the feeder and are only constrained
by an apparent power capacity limit on each phase of
0.05 p.u, such that wφn = 0.05, ∀φ ∈ Pn,∀n ∈ G and
wφn = w
φ
n = 0 ∀φ ∈ Pn,∀n /∈ G, where G = G1 ∪ G2.
In this experiment, our objective was to close the two
switches sequentially, so as to connect T1 and T2 on two tie
lines. Initially both switches were open. DER was dispatched
according to (37), with k1 = 1731 and k2 = 2731 to
minimize the phasor difference between nodes 1731 and 2731.
After DER was dispatched, the switch was closed and line
(1731, 2731) was added to E , such that E = E ∪ (1731, 2731).
It is important to note that after the closing of the first switch,
the aggregate network is no longer radial. Another drawback
of semidefinite programming approaches is their difficulty
in optimizing meshed networks [16]. This problem is easily
overcome via the use of a linear OPF as discussed herein and
demonstrated via controlling the system to enable the next
switching action, which is now discussed.
Next, DER was dispatched again according to (37), with
k1 = 1725 and k2 = 2725 to minimize the phasor difference
between nodes 1725 and 2725. The second switch was closed
and line (1725, 2725) was added to E , such that E = E ∪
(1725, 2725).
For both switching actions, we consider two cases. In the
“No Control” (NC) Case, all DER dispatch is 0. In the “Phasor
Control” (PC) Case for the first switching action, the optimal
DER dispatch is given by (37) with k1 = 1731 and k2 = 2731,
ρE = 1000, ρθ = 1000, and ρw = 1. In the “Phasor Control”
(PC) Case for the second switching action, the optimal DER
dispatch is given by (37) with k1 = 1725 and k2 = 2725,
ρE = 1000, ρθ = 1000, and ρw = 1.
It can clearly be seen in Table III that the voltage phasor
difference and steady state power flow between nodes 1731
and 2731 is minimized in both switching actions. We note
that the steady state power across the closed switch is orders
of magnitude smaller than the NC case.
D. Discussion on OPFs using Linearized Unbalanced Power
Flow Model
In this work, the implementation of the OPF to regulate
voltage phasor differences was accomplished via a centralized
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TABLE III: SIMULATION RESULTS FOR FIRST AND SECOND SWITCHING ACTIONS.
First Switching Action
k1 = 1731, k2 = 2731
Second Switching Action
k1 = 1725, k2 = 2725
Phase φ No Control Phasor Control No Control Phasor Control
Node k1 Voltage Phasor [p.u.]
V φk1
a 0.9784∠−0.5147◦ 0.9765∠−0.5587◦ 0.9882∠−0.3003◦ 0.9872∠−0.3257◦
b 0.9909∠−120.3949◦ 0.9901∠−120.4279◦ 0.9882∠−120.2812◦ 0.9833∠−120.3048◦
c 0.9749∠119.4164◦ 0.9727∠119.3669◦ 0.9882∠119.3006◦ 0.9787∠119.2415◦
Node k2 Voltage Phasor [p.u.]
V φk2
a 0.9747∠−0.6021◦ 0.9765∠−0.5580◦ 0.9861∠−0.3508◦ 0.9871∠−0.3255◦
b 0.9893∠−120.4620◦ 0.9901∠−120.4290◦ 0.9861∠−120.3289◦ 0.9832∠−120.3052◦
c 0.9706∠119.3172◦ 0.9727∠119.3669◦ 0.9861∠119.1815◦ 0.9786∠119.2407◦
Voltage Magnitude Difference [p.u.]∣∣∣V φk1 ∣∣∣− ∣∣∣V φk2 ∣∣∣
a 0.0037 0.0000 0.0020 0.0001
b 0.0015 0.0000 0.0026 0.0000
c 0.0043 0.0000 0.0033 0.0000
Voltage Angle Difference [◦]
θφk1
− θφk2
a 0.0874 -0.0007 0.0505 -0.0002
b 0.0671 0.0011 0.0477 0.0004
c 0.0991 -0.0000 0.1190 0.0009
Steady State Line Power Power [p.u.]
Sφk1,k2
a 0.0852 + j0.0348 0.0005 + j0.0005 0.0581 + j0.0252 0.0013 + j0.0011
b 0.0673 + j0.0221 0.0010 + j0.0004 0.0808 + j0.0316 0.0008 + j0.0008
c 0.1100 + j0.0442 0.0001 + j0.0005 0.0867 + j0.0280 0.0009 + j0.0006
entity that computed an optimal decision which was subse-
quently disseminated to individual controllable DER. This par-
ticular implementation is scalable to manage switching actions
for an arbitrary number of networks, provided the existence
of network models and the availability of a communications
infrastructure to relay sensing and actuation signals.
In situations where multiple switching actions are desired,
as presented in the previous section, it should be possible
to develop a methodology to determine an optimal switching
sequence that would allow one or more of the voltage phasor
differences across a switch to be further minimized. Using the
linearized OPF proposed herein, one could enumerate possible
switching actions for small networks, but this approach would
breakdown as the number of switches and networks being
considered increase. We intend to explore optimal switching
sequences in future works.
Although a limitation of the linearized model is the in-
creased inaccuracy of the linearization under high loading
conditions, as discussed in Section III, this limitation can
be addressed via an iterative approach akin to sequential
quadratic programming, in which approximated terms are
updated during iterations of the OPF algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION
Optimization of unbalanced power flow is a challenging
topic due to its nonlinear and non-convex nature. While recent
works on SDP relaxations [12], [13] have made OPF for-
mulations for unbalanced systems possible, these approaches
suffer from restrictions on the possible objectives and a high-
dimensional geometrical complexity that impedes feasibility
and uniqueness of the solutions.
In this paper, we sought to solve a problem that, to our
knowledge, cannot be addressed with SDP techniques. We
build upon our previous work [19] and that of [17], and [18] to
develop an approximate model for distribution power flow that
can be incorporated into convex optimal power flow problems,
with the intention of enabling better switching in distribution
networks. To do so, in Section II-E, we developed a model
that maps complex power flows into voltage angle differences.
This extended model allows the formulation of OPF problems
that manage the entire voltage phasor, rather than only voltage
magnitude.
In Section III, we investigated the accuracy of the newly-
derived linear model, comparing the results of solving power
flow with the system physics and the linearization. We found
that under normal operating conditions, the model leads to
magnitude errors less than 0.5%, angle errors of less than
0.25◦, and substation power errors of 2% of the network rated
power.
We then incorporated the linear model into an OPF to
manage DER assets to enable switching in distribution system.
To accomplish this, an OPF was formulated to minimize the
voltage phasor difference across an open switch. Simulation
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the OPF in minimizing
voltage phasor difference between two disconnected points in
a network.
The ability to switch components into and out of distribution
feeders with minimal impact on system operation presents
many opportunities to reconfigure distribution systems for a
variety of purposes. Moving forward, we intend to investigate
two such applications. First, we plan to study grid reconfig-
uration in order to better withstand critical grid events (e.g.
weather-related or other types of disasters). To solve such
a problem, we will most likely need to extend our present
OPF formulation into a receding horizon controller, that can
optimize over a future time window. Secondly, as “clean”
switching may also enable distributed microgrids to coalesce
and pool resources to provide ancillary services, we intend
to extend this OPF formulation to allow for mixed-integer
formulations.
We recognize that it may be difficult to solve a centralized
OPF of this type in an on-line fashion due to lack of proper
network models and a robust communications system. In
previous works exploring OPF approaches to managing DER
we have extensively explored alternative approaches to solving
centralized OPFs using model-free and low communication
optimization techniques [10]. Moving forward, we will attempt
to utilize this work to lessen the information and communi-
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cations requirement associated with the OPF presented in this
paper, thereby allowing optimal voltage phasor management
in an on-line setting.
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